
KAUAKU PAPUANS- POSPISIL 
Population: 45,000 
ENVIRONMENT- high mtns, rain forest, valleys 

not much wild game 
POLITICAL LEADERSHIP – BIG MEN 

accumulation and redistribution of capital 
only source of capital (shell money) is PIGS 

AGRICULTURE produces food for pigs 
pigs create wealth 
wealth basis for acquiring political and legal influence 

3 kinds of agriculture: 
1. mountain slopes - shifting 
2. valley floor - fallow period 
3. very intensive - use indefinitely 
EFFORT: 1. least  2. middle  3. most 

return per acre the same 
AMOUNT of land cultivated correlates with adult females 
especially married females – work: 1/2 by men and 1/2 by 
women 
AGRICULTURE produces food for pigs 

pigs create wealth for: 
bride price 
large social ceremonies 

HOW TO BECOME A BIG MAN 
CYCLE- get female pig, raise and breed, sell male piglets 

now need wife to grow sweet potatoes for pigs 
get bride price, get wife, have more sweet potatoes 

more pigs, can get more wives (maximum seen 10) 
-OR- 

can loan pigs out to custodians 
- then take a share of meat or a piglet 

- not have to marry a lot of women 



MATERIAL CULTURE is simple         2 
But have TRUE money: cowrie shells 

very sophisticated economic system 
regular exchange: sales (barter and gifts secondary) 

shell money buys everything 
PROFIT is the motive 

have ideal prices 
also supply and demand affects price 

and relationship affects 
status affects too 

MONEY is used more than in Western Society 
-WIFE acquisition 
-foster fathers paid by grown boys 
-grief expressed by strangers over death of relative 
-almost all crimes 

Risk borne by seller - pig infertile/crop damage, seller repays 
seller must return the money 

They buy and sell: FOOD, SALT, BARK, BAMBOO 
buy low, sell high – speculate on futures 

EMPHASIS on WEALTH- private wealth 
But avoid looking wealthy- or must make loans 

GREAT VERTICLE MOBILITY - everyone self-made 
 

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 
 
3 SOCIAL CATEGORIES 

1.  close friends and kinsmen 
2.  acquaintances, strangers and foreigners 
3.  enemies 



SOCIAL GROUPS           3 
1.  consanguineal 
2.  affinal 
3.  “close relatives” 
4.  best friend 

MARRIAGE- forbidden in these 4 groups 
-not marry if can trace common ancestor 
-and not marry into different generation 

TRIBAL endogamy  
clan exogamy - CLANS PATRILINEAL 
1/3 marriages polygynous 
clans- not residential- groups of patrilineages 

several clans make up PHRAETRY 
FAMILY- unit of production and consumption 

nuclear, polygynous - number of wives reflects wealth 
wives live in separate house with their children 

cowives equal, and wives can divorce 
 

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION 
leaders give opinions or suggestions 

persuade acceptance of others 
economic considerations gives social control 

VARIABLES ----> success in pig ----> wealth -----> leadership 
(crops, health,     breeding     (SHARED) 
    judgement)  
 
Leadership is constantly changing 
 



LEADERSHIP- BIG-MEN          4 
greedy people who amass fortunes and do NOT share are NOT 
leaders 

moneylenders - very admired, opinions respected 
extending credit - gives prestige 

WAR- no one likes war- disrupts acquisition of wealth 
- disrupts pig farming, relatives killed 

war caused if proper payments are not made for: embezzlement, 
   women deserting husbands, witchcraft, stealing, accidental 
death 

 
CEREMONIAL AND SPIRITUAL LIFE 

1) life cycle ceremonies- birth/first menses 
fatherhood increases prestige - lavish food 

no real wedding, just transfer of bride price 
funeral - big deal if big man dies 

2) economic ceremonies- 
-pigfest – disputes settled – marriage proposals  
-fund-raising ceremonies - solicit loans 
->pig markets not ceremonial - no singing and dancing 

 
MAGICAL CEREMONIES 

 black magic- sorcery (feared/hated) 
 white magic- curing counter sorcery (prestige) 
 
Kapauka important: stress secular, rational, quantitative 

emphasis on individualism, personal profit,  
become BIG MAN by amassing wealth and redistributing  
it all depends on individual effort and economic success 


